Application & Systems
Integration Drives Business
Value
Achieve maximum business
efficiency by integrating your
systems and applications.

Consulting | Technology | Software

APPLICATION & SYSTEMS
INTEGRATION

Business and IT leaders looking to improve
operational efficiency are combining existing
technology with new investments in cloud and
hybrid computing to drive differentiation and
innovation both inside and outside
of the organization.
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Neudesic’s Application & Systems Integration
experts deliver comprehensive solutions that
drive innovation from systems and software
platforms within the enterprise and across
business boundaries, while improving efficiency
and reducing the operational costs of new and
existing assets.
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Getting greater value from your resources
A growing business must meet its

Whether these disparate systems

Once achieved, the composition of

needs and challenges with new

reside on-premise, in the cloud or

these systems unlocks an

and existing systems and

on partner networks, they must be

organization’s true potential by

platforms if it hopes to remain

well-integrated before a business

supporting the consumption of

relevant in the marketplace. Before

can extend its investment in

application programming

long, however, the value of the

technology and drive future

interfaces across any user

whole enterprise begins to fall

innovation.

experience, regardless of platform.

below the sum of its various parts.

Only then can an organization
differentiate itself and deliver value
at the speed of business.

Are you ready to extend the promise of your technology investments
across the enterprise and reap the benefits?
• Users can easily findenables
information
• the
Systemscomposition
integrate well with
Neudesic
and perform the operations
partner applications
ofrequired
new
and
existing
assets into
of them
• Shift key workloads to the cloud,
• Users no longer wastesolutions
time
or have
assetsspan
in the cloud
that
innovative
that
the
logging in and out of legacy
communicate with assets
enterprise
and
beyond.
applications while attemping to
on-premise
perform simple tasks
• Systems and processes no
longer exist as silos
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• Users and systems grow with
your role-based security model
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Solving tough challenges with unique insight
Our consultants design, develop

With more Virtual Technology

Our strong partnership with

and deploy composite solutions

Specialists than any other

Microsoft gives us the insight to

that drive differentiation and

Microsoft National Systems

deliver the best strategic guidance

innovation within your enterprise

Integrator, Neudesic often helps

possible, ensuring that every

by unlocking existing investments

with training, sales presentations,

Neudesic engagement is

and building new solutions that are

design reviews, architectural

effective, productive and advances

ready for change. Neudesic is a

design sessions, proof of concepts,

the business and IT goals of

leader in application integration

and implementation analysis and

our customers.

across the technology stack,

remediation for Microsoft’s most

including BizTalk Server,

strategic clients.

Neuron-ESB, WCF, WF, and
Windows Azure Service Bus. We
solve tough distributed challenges,
both on-premise and in the cloud,
across a range of industries,
including transportation, retail,
hospitality, finance, healthcare
and energy.
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The Neudesic Advantage
• Expert on-premise and cloud integrators,

• More Microsoft Virtual Technology Specialists

leveraging best-of-breed capabilities to deliver
service-oriented, hybrid composite solutions
• Microsoft certified experts across the integration
stack, including BizTalk, WCF and WF

than any other U.S. partner
• Authors of industry leading publications and
books related to cloud, hybrid and distributed
computing

• Microsoft Application Integration MVPs and
Regional Directors

• Thought leadership at industry-wide events,
including TechEd, VSLive, Code Camp and .NET
user group meetings

Technologies
• Microsoft BizTalk Server
• Neudesic Neuron-ESB
• Neudesic Industry Accelerators
(EDI, Gaming)

Applications

• Windows Azure Service Bus
• Windows Azure Access Control

• Dynamics CRM

Technologies

• Oracle
• PeopleSoft

• Windows Communication

• JD Edwards

Foundation

• SAP

• Windows Workflow Foundation

• BAAN

• Windows Server AppFabric

• Siebel
• Salesforce

Database

Database
• Oracle Database
• DB2
• Microsoft SQL Server

Applications

Neudesic is the trusted technology
partner in business innovation, delivering
impactful business results to clients through
leading-edge technologies, innovative
solutions and strategic alliances. Founded in
2002 and headquartered in Irvine, California,
Neudesic is a privately held company,
serving clients globally from offices across
the United States.
For more information,
visit www.neudesic.com.
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